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the earth, and in the actual observation here mentioned the 
distance between the shadows is comparatively large. Among 
other communications in the same journal we may mention M. 
Cornu's address on the discovery of minor planets by 
photography, M. Flammarion on the spring of 1893, some 
notes on the late solar eclipse, and a brief reference to a 
proposed new astronomical station on Mount Monnier, at an 
altitude of 28oo met>·es. 

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES. 

MR. F. G. JACKSON, whose pro;1osed attempt on the North 
Pole by Franz Josef Land has been announced, has altered his 
plans. He now proposes to spend next winter in Nova Zembla, 
in order to familiari,e himself with the conditions of Arctic life, 
and to test his sledges and other appliances for travelling over 
the ice. His more seriom journey in Franz Josef Land has been 
postponed for a year,. and will have a greatly increased chance 
of success. 

VITA HASSAN, wdl known as Emin Pasha's apothecary in 
the Equatorial province, died recently. He had published a 
book on affairs in the Sudan, which throws some new light on 
the history of the Egyptian provinces before Stanley's expedition 
reached the Albert Nyanza. 

A LADY traveller, Miss Taylor, of the China Inland Mi•sion· 
has made a somew:.1at remarkable journey in Eastern Tibet> 
details of which will be looked for with much interest. MisS 
Taylor, who travelled alone, is expected soon to arrive in this 
country. 

A GEOGRAPHICAL Club has recently been established in 
Philadtlphia, which practically c.mstitutes a new geographical 
society. It has published the first number of a bulletin cJntain
ing a paper by Mr. E. S. Balch on mountain exploration, in 
which he endeavours to redeem mountaineering from the charge 
of being only a dangerous pastime. 

THE coral reefs of Dar-es-Salaam, on the east coast of Africa, 
have been carefully studierl. by Dr. Ortmann, whose observations 
extend considerably our knowledge of fringing reefs. 

THE ROYAL SOCIETY SOIREE. 

'[HE President cf the Royal Society received a brilliant 
company at the Society's rooms on the occasion of the 

annual ladies' soiufe on June 7- Many of the exhibits were 
shown at the convo·sazione of May 10, and were noted in 
NATURE of May 18. Other exhibits are described in the 
following account :-· 

Mr. C. T. Woodward exhibited a bar over a resonance 
chamber iliustrating sound interference. When a ventral 
segment is over the bDx a loud deep tone is heard. \Vhen the bar 
is placed so that a node is near the centre of the" opening to the 
box no sound is heard, owing to opposite movements of the bar 
on either side of the node. 

The Karakoram Mountain Survey Expedition exhibited 
Water-colour Drawings of the scenery of the Karakoram 
Mountains, Kashmir, India, by Mr. A. D. McCormick. 
These drawings were made at altitudes of from IS,ooo to 
2o,ooo feet, during the Expedition in 1892. 

Prof. Osborne Reynold>, F.R.S., exhibited an illustration of 
vortex motion showing motion analogous to vortex rings in fluids. 

Prof. Thorpe, F.R.S., exhibited autotype enlargements 
from photographs taken by himself, illustrative of the recent 
African Eclipse Expedition. The enlargements portrayed-(!) 
the eclipse party ; (2) the observing party at Fundium, Senegal
taken immediately aCter the eclipse; (3) the duplex corona
graph; (4) the prismatic camera; (S) the integrating photometer; 
(6) the equatorial photometer. 

Capt. McEvoy exhibited the hydrophone. This, in connec
tion with a new instrument named a kinesiscope, is intended to 
be used at night, or in foggy weather; it has for its object the 
prevention of surprise attacks from torpedo- boats, or other 
hostile vessels, approaching anchorages, or mine-field;. It will 
give warning of their movements when they are several miles 
distant by ringing bells, lights, &c. These signals in 
every case are verilied by telephones in the circuit. The 
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apparatus, which is electrical, may also be employed to warn 
vessels off dangerous points of the coast. 

Dr. John Gorham exhibited a reflecting kaleidoscope, which 
is a new instrument adapted to produce not merely symmetric 
patterns of beauty, but to exemplify many of the theories in 
optics connected with the reflections of light. To do this 
changes in its construction are required to adapt it to its novel 
U'es. The two mirrors, for instance, must be thrown open to 
admit the light upon them and the objects. The objects them
selves must have a definite shape to cause thew to reflect 
oblique rays of light only, while the light again must fall upon 
them from above, instead of being transmitted through them 
from below. These objects consist of strips of card bent back
wards and forwards into hollows and elevations, upon which the 
light falls obliquely. It is then received upon the mirrors and 
reflected from them to the eye. Experiments were made to 
show :-(I) Gray tones from oblique white surfaces; (2) tints 
and shades of colour from oblique coloured surfaces; (3) depth, 
intensity, and brilliancy by repeated reflections ; (4) the choice 
lustre, &c. 

Mr. Edwin Edser exhibited an apparatus to illustrate Prof. 
Michelson's method of producing interference bands. l.ight 
is allowed to fall on a mirror thinly silvered, so that about half 
of the light i; reflected half transmitted. The two rays 
pursue paths which are mutually perpendicular, are reflected 
back by two ordinary mirrors, and on meeting interfere. The 
interference bands can be projected on a screen, and this fact 
together with the simplicity of the arrangements will make the 
method very useful for lecture illustration. 

Mr. \V. A. Shenstone and Mr. M. Priest exhibited an 
apparatus used for studying the action of the electric discharge on 
oxygen. A known volume of oxygen at known temperature and 
pressure is exposed to the'' glow "discharge at known difference 
of potential. The change· of pressure is read by a mercury 
manometer, and from this the proportion of ozone is calculated. 
The use of the mercury manometer, hitherto impossible, makes 
this method very accurate, and by means of it our knowledge of 
the influence of various conditions (such as difference of potential, 
rapidity of discharge) has been considerably extended. lc is 
found that under equal conditions a coil is more effective than a 
"Wimshurst" or <;Voss" machine. The using of mercury in 
the manometer is made possible by protecting it from the ozone 
by placing a rod of silver in the tube connecting the ozone 
generator and the manometer. 

Mr. Percy E. Newberry was in charge of an exhibit by the 
Egypt Exploration Fund (Aychreological Survey). T_he exhibit 
included water-colour drawwgs executed by the artists of the 
survey-Mr. Percy Buckman, Mr. John E. Newberry, and Mr. 
Howard Carter--during the past season, 1892-3. (1) Sketches 
of various sites visited by the officers of the survey, including 
views of Tell el A marna, Sheikh Said and Der el Gebrawi. (2) 
Specimens of facsimile drawings of wall paintings from ancient 
tombs in the provinces of Minieh and Assiut (VI. and XII. 
dynasties., B.C. 3800 and B.C. 2500). 

Lord Kelvin, Pres.R.S., exhibited illustrations of the mole
cular tactics of a crystal. (1) Bravais homogeneous assemblage 
of 512 single points. (2) Two homogeneous equilateral as
semblages of points, red and green, with stretched springs 
between each point of the green assemblage and its nearest neigh
bour, and four struts between each of the reds and its nearest 
neighbour of the green assemblage; showing how any degree of 
resistance to compression with given rigidity can be provided for 
by Bos::ovich's theory. (3) Three-dimensional netting, analogous 
to the ordinary hexagonal netting of two dimensions. The 
stretched cords of this model are exactly in the positions of the 
struts of model No. 2. (4) Twelve nearest and eight next
nearest neighbours of an ideal particle at the centre of a cube, 
placed to show the cubic arrangement of an equilateral 
assemblage. (S) Cubic cluster of fourteen balls, being the least 
number which can show cubic form in an equilateral assemblage. 
(6) Probable molecular structure of Iceland spar. (7) Illustrat
ing the molecular movement in the twinning of Iceland spar 
by knife according to Baumhauer. (8) Illustrating Baumhauer's 
artificial twinning of Iceland spar by knife. (9) Tetrahedron 
with adjustable edges (six independent variables). (10) Two 
geometrical models of :-(a) A dextro-chiral crystal. (b) A 
levo-chiral crystal. (II) Special tetrahedron, with perpendicu
lars from corners to faces, meeting in one point ; to illustrate 
engineering of Boscovich's theory for an incompressible elastic 
crystal with 12 arbitrarily given rigidity moduluses. 

Dr. G. H. Fowler exhibited specimens of oyster shells. The 
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specimens illustrate :-(I) The rate of growth of the oyster. (2) 
Natural varieties of the shells. (3) Modifications of a variety 
bred under new conditions. 

Prof. T. McKenny Hughes, F.R.S., exhibited abnormal and 
normal forms of oyster shells. The collection included oyster 
she!ls, showing the_ great of abnormal forms produced by 
accidental 111 the positiOn of the shells durirlg growth, 
and also a selectiOn of oyster shells, showing that among recent 
shells of 0. edulis most of the forms occur which are considered 
of specific value in fossils. 

The Joint Eclipse Committee exhibited the following photo
graphs during the recent Eclipse Expeditions toW est Africa 
and Brazil. (I) Photographs of the corona, taken in West Africa. 
(2) Ph?tographs the spectra of the corona and prominences, 
taken m West Afnca. (3) Photographs of the corona, taken in 
Brazi!. (4) Photographs of the spectra of the corona, and 
prommences, taken with the objective prism in Brazil. (5) 
Photographs of the stations. 

Mr. W. H. Preece, F.R. S.,exhibited submarine borersandspeci· 
of ?ubmarine cables damaged by them. The Xylophaga and 

Ltm'?orza te;ebrans have serious and expensive depreda
tors tropical seas, but while twenty years ago limnoria was 
pracl!cally unknown in our English waters, it has now 
gradually spread all around our coasts, and cables have to be 
served with brass tape to be protected from its attacks. Some 
stones pierced by Saxicava rugosa were also shown. They came 
from the Plymouth Breakwater. Several specimens of dam· 
aged cables from different parts of the world were exhibited . 
. The Zoological Society of London exhibited ( r) a series of 

hvmg Canadian walking· stick insects (Diaplzeromera femorata), 
hatched from eggs laid in the Society's insect-house in I892. 
The "_Walking-sticks" are insects of the family 
Phasmidre, so-called from resemblance to sticks. They 
are_ strictly herbivorous, and clo•ely imitate the plants upon 
which they feed, changing colour as the foliage turns in autumn. 
In North America the present species is said to do great injury 
to. t_he oaks_. These specimens are fed on hazel-leaves. (2) 
Ltvmg specimens of the Hornet Clearwing Moth of the O;ier 
(Sesia reare i from pupre in the Society's Insect
house. This moth affords one of the best known examples of 
:• mimic;y." Although belonging to quite a different order of 
msects, It resembles a hornet so closely as to deceive a casual 
observer, especially when it is on the wincr. 

Col. species of butterflies, illustrating 
protect.Ive Mimetic forms of_ the nymphalid genus 
Hypohmnas m India, Malayana and Afnca, showing the various 
phases of development of mimicry in two widespread species 
of the same genus; also mimetic resemblances to different 
protec.ted .species in the females of Euripus halitherses, &c. 

Prof. H. G.Seeley, F.R.S., exhibited fossil skulls from the Karoo 
Rocks of Cape Colony. These specimens were brought from 
Cape Col.ony by the exhibitor in r889. They include examples 
of the chief types of fossil reptiles included in the Anomodont 
and groups, preferable to the genera Dicynodon 
and Tapmocephalus. 

Mr: Edward 'Whymper exhibited the Corry "protected" 
anermd, a new form of aneroid, specially designed for use in 
mountam-travel, or for aeronauts. This form of mountain 
aneroid is designed to avoid the inaccuracies which result from 
continued exposure to low atmospheric pressure. It is enclosed 
in a perfectly air-tight outer case, and the internal atmosphere 
is kept a normal pressure at all times, except when an 

to taken, and then the cock is opened, and 
commumcatwn With the external atmosphere is established. 
After taking a reading, the pressure is restored to the normal 
by means of a small force pump. The conditions thus corres
pond to those which originally obtained, when the aneroid was 
graduated under the air-pump receiver. 

Mr._ J. W. Swan exhibited specimens of electrolytic copper, 
bright. A series of electrolytic copper deposits, 

the great change produced in the character of the 
deposited metal hy the addition of a minute quantity of colloid 
matter to an acid solution of sulphate of copper. The deposits 
produced from the solution containing the colloid are not only 
bright instead of being dull, but they are also very much harder 
and more elastic than ordinary electrolytic copper. 

Prof. Henrici, F.R.S., exhibited (I) A harmonic analyser, 
constructed by G. Coradi, Zurich, according to instructions by 
Prof. Hentici and Mr. Sharpe. The instrument gives, on going 
once over a curve, the first five terms of the expansion in 
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Fourier's series, and on going twice more over the curve, it gives 
five additional terms. The constant term is not given. (2) 
A calculating machine by Prof. Sellinger, constructed by Ott, 
Munich. This instrument is constructed on altogether new 
principles. The "carrying" is done continuously without 
jerks. It works very rapidly and smoothly. 

In addition, Prof. J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S., gave a lecture 
on the localities and instruments used during the eclipse of 
April I6, I893, in West Africa and Brazil, with photographs 
showing some of the results obtained. 

Mr. W. M. Conway also used the electric lantern to show 
photographic lantern slides, illustrating the scenery of the 
Baltoro Gla!ier in the Karakoram Mountains, Kashmir, India. 
The photographs were taken during Mr. Conway's climbing and 
survey expedition in I892. Some of them were taken from the 
summit of the Pioneer Peak (22,500 ft.); the remainder repre· 
sent the great mountains K2, Gusherbrum, Masherbrum, the 
Golden Throne, and others, probably the highest group of 
mountains in the world. 

At intervals throughout the evening Mr. W. Bayley Marshall 
exhibited the lantern stereoscope (invented by Mr. John 
Anderton). The images of a pair of stereoscopic transparencies 
having been superposed on a ro-foot screen, the beams of light 
from the two lanterns were polarised in planes at right angles to 
each other. The picture was viewed through a pair of analysers, 
similar to a small opera gla>s, and a true stereoscopic effect was 
obtained. 

THERJ.fOJf'ETER SOUNDINGS IN THE HIGH 
ATMOSPHERE. 

THE 'project, which wa> suggested hy Le Verrier in I874, of 
sending small bliloons into the uppet· atm >Sphere with 

registering appuatu> has been executed recently by M. Her
mite in Paris, witb.remarkabJe..success. No fewer than thirteen 
small balloons, constructed with paper and varnished with 
petroleum, were liberated during the last four months of r892, 
and penetrated to an altitude of 9000 metre<. A paper balle>on 
of 6o cubic metres capacity was sent up on December 7, but ex
ploded at a s'llall distance from the earth. It was therefore 
resolved to build a balloon of I I3 cubic. metres capacity in gold
beaters' skin. The launching of thi' balloon took place 
on March 2I last, at Vaugirard, with the help of the 
Aerophytic Union of France, of which I have the honour to 
be the president. The b:1lloon was filled with I cubic metres 
of coal-gas. . Its weight with netting was about fourteen 
kilograms. It carried in a small basket a Richard register
ing apparatus for temperature and pressure, and about seven 
hundred postal-cards, to be liheraterl. by the combustion of a 
cotton string specially prepared for the purpose. This part of 
the operation utterly failed. Although the fire was put to both 
extremities of the string, it was extinguished bef0re all the cards 
had been sent down, and out of four hunclred which were pre
cipitated, no more than five or six were recovered. Thus, the 
hope of determining the path by dropping such objects from an 
immense height had proved futile. But the recovery of the 
balloon at 190 km. from Paris was very easy, and the register
ing apparatus was returned to its owner in excellent working 
order. The diagram, which had been tr:tced on the revolving 
cylinder, has been submitted to a close inspection, of which the 
results have been published in the Compte's Rendus and l'Aero
phile, a new periodical devoted to the study of aeronautics. 

The registering of the pressure had been continued down to 
95 mm. of mercury, which answers to something less than 
I 7 ooo metres, if Laplace's formula is valid even for this alti· 
tude. A temperature had been registered of - 5Io C. =60° 
below zero Fahr. at a level of about I4,000 metres, ac
cording to the same formula. The temperature on the grou_nd 
being + r7o, a diminution of 67o C. v.as thus found, which 
is about a degree for each 2IO metres. The. at_mosphere 
being supposed to extend up to I8o,ooo metres, It 1s easy to 
see that these numbPrs are an indication that the cold of the 
upper regions is much greater than supposed according to 
Fourier's theory, which asserts that the greatest degree of cold 
observed at the surface of the earth, viz. 58° registered by 
Black in Northern America is about equal to the temperature of 
celestial space. 

This remarkable observation is not however to remain long 
isolated, as Commander Renard, of Mendon, has built a set of 
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